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The Handbook
Welcome to Cycle Queensland (CQ)! This handbook will provide you with a good
understanding of how CQ works. Topics covered include how to prepare yourself and your
bike, how to get to and from the event, what to bring, what a typical day on CQ looks like,
details about on-route and campsite services, some important rules and much more.
If you are part of the support crew (including contractors and volunteers), there is an
additional section with important information just for you.
Throughout this handbook, reference is made to info sheets which provide more detailed
information about certain topics. You can find these at www.cycleqld.com.au - follow
the links to "Plan Your Ride" and then "Ride Information". Reference is also made to The
Ride Guide which provides information relating specifically to this year's route. This will be
posted to you with your event documentation in the lead up to CQ.
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Welcome to riders
Pedal away from the everyday on Cycle
Queensland.

–– Bike route support including police,
marshals, medical support, mechanical
support, radio support, rest stops and a
support and gear (SAG) wagon.

This two-wheeled adventure will take you
from the Daintree Rainforest across the
Atherton Tablelands, culminating with an
epic descent to finish by the water along
beautiful Cairns Esplanade.

–– Luggage transport between towns.

Don’t worry about cooking meals,
transporting luggage, or navigating from
town to town, because all your needs are
taken care of by our support crew. Each
day we dish up three delicious cyclistsized meals and provide hot showers,
entertainment, a place to relax and much
more. CQ is all about having a good time –
after all, you’re on holidays.

–– Entertainment including live music, bigscreen cinema on selected nights and
campsite activities like trivia and board
games.

CQ is organised by Bicycle Queensland,
a not-for-profit organisation with 18,000
members that aims to get more people
cycling more often.

–– Volunteer teams making it all happen.

The success of CQ is largely attributed to
our enthusiastic volunteer crew who work
hard to provide you with a great cycling
holiday, so be sure to thank them.
Thank you for joining us on this ride. We
hope you have a wonderful time!

Bicycle Queensland

What’s included?
–– Campsites including hot showers,
medical and mechanical support,
licensed marquee (The Hub) with tables
and chairs, unlimited tea and coffee and
night-time security.
–– Three great meals each day from our
travelling chefs (except for lunch on the
rest day and the last day).
2
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–– Ride Reception, an information caravan
with details about the daily schedule
and local tourist attractions (including
discounts for CQ riders).

–– Event t-shirt and other merchandise.
–– The Ride Guide with route maps, profiles
and town information.
–– The Chain-Mail, our daily newsletter.
–– An active adventure holiday - friends,
fresh air and fitness.

Welcome to crew

What’s included?

Bicycle Queensland aims to get more
people cycling more often. Cycling brings
great benefits to individuals and their
community: it is good for riders’ health, for
the environment (for low-cost, low-impact
transport), for social interaction and for the
sheer joy of riding. CQ is a great way to help
achieve all these things.

–– Three great meals each day from our
travelling chefs.

Our support crew is made up of
professional staff, volunteers, contractors,
vendors and community organisations. For
many, the highlight is the interaction with
happy riders and crew from far and wide.
For others, it’s all about the local towns we
travel through and having a holiday with a
difference. Motivations and interests vary,
but we all have one thing in common – the
desire to run a successful event and enjoy
the experience.

–– Campsites including hot showers,
medical support, licensed marquee (The
Hub) with tables and chairs, unlimited tea
and coffee, and night-time security.

–– Luggage transport between towns.
–– Entertainment including live music,
big-screen cinema on selected nights and
campsite activities like trivia and board
games.
–– Transport to, during and from the event.
–– Event merchandise.
–– The Ride Guide with lots of town
information.
–– An active adventure holiday - friends,
fresh air and fitness.

Thank you for your contribution in helping
make CQ a success. It takes an enormous
effort to organise and your input is a crucial
link in the chain. We hope you have a great
time helping riders pedal away from the
everyday.
Bicycle Queensland
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Preparing for the ride
Get your bike, body and gear into shape. To get maximum enjoyment from CQ we
recommend all riders make some basic preparations well in advance. The four important
issues to consider are:
1. Bike setup and maintenance;
2. General fitness;
3. Cycling-specific fitness; and
4. What to bring.
These four issues are briefly covered in the next few pages, but there’s lots more information
about preparing for the ride on the CQ website, so make sure you check out the "Plan Your
Ride" section at www.cycleqld.com.au.

1. Bike setup and maintenance
Any comfortable bicycle suitable for sealed roads is best. If you have a mountain bike we
recommend having ‘slick’ tyres fitted for the ride. This will significantly reduce your ‘rolling
resistance’ and make the whole event much easier.
Service your bike before you come to the event. This way you’ll know your bike is in tip top
shape and unlikely to cause you grief on your holiday. Book your bike into your local bike
shop at least a month before the ride so any changes can settle before you start.

Riding position set-up
A comfortable and efficient riding position is a key element of happy cycling. If your bike is
adjusted to suit your particular body size and shape you will feel more relaxed and be able
to ride longer distances with less effort. Your local bike shop should be able to help you set
up your bike correctly. Once you have made any adjustments, ride gently for the first few
days to give your body time to adjust to the new settings.

2. General fitness
Any reasonably fit person should be able to ride and enjoy CQ. In the lead-up to the event,
try spending a bit more time than usual walking, swimming, running, even gardening anything that helps to improve your general fitness - and you will be much better prepared.

4
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However, cycling, like all other aerobic activities, uses specific muscles. While you may
think you are very fit if you walk or run often, when you ride for long distances you may
soon find you really do have muscles you didn’t realise you had before.

3. Cycling-specific fitness
To train for CQ you will need to build up your general level of cycling fitness to allow you
to comfortably cover the daily average of 70km. To do this, we recommend a series of
training rides of varying distances building up to 90km (the longest day on the ride this
year is 87km) closer to the event.
The training program outlined below is a simple way to tune your body for multiple days in
the saddle. You don’t have to go overboard. Just do what you can but make sure you keep
up a regular schedule.
This program assumes you are starting from zero. If you
already cycle regularly then simply start at the point you are
comfortable with and begin to stretch yourself.

# Riding days

# Consecutive
riding days

Longest ride
(km)

Other rides
(km)

1

3

2

20

10 to 15

Start easy with flat terrain and get your
bike and body fully adjusted to each other.

2

4

2

30

15 to 20

Start to introduce some hills.

3

4

3

40

15 to 20

Try to make two of the rides hilly.

4

5

3

50

15 to 20

Big hill climb – a minimum 1km climb
without a break.

5

4

3

60

30 to 40

Keep the hills included in all your rides but
include one easy recovery ride. Try doing a
decent hill climb twice in a longer ride.

6

3

2

70

30 to 50

Include a 2km climb in your ride.

7

3

3

80

40 to 50

Include a 1km climb twice in your ride.

8

3

2

90

50 to 60

Bring it on!

Notes

Week

Another
great way to find
out about cycling
fitness is to join a
cycling group
or club

Of course you should start as soon as you can but this eight week program should get
you ready for anything the event may throw at you.
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4. What to bring

Luggage specifications

For CQ you’ll need a bike, comfortable
cycling clothing, camping equipment and
clothing to wear around town at the end of
each day’s ride.

–– Total maximum luggage weight per
person: 22kg

Remember the key is not to pack too
much! Bear in mind you will need to load
your luggage onto the truck each day and
carry it to your tent – so don’t bring more
than you can comfortably manage. Also, we
have luggage weight limits so our vehicles
don't get overloaded and our crew don't
hurt themselves.

–– Maximum size of bags: 1.0m long x 0.5m
wide x 0.5m high

–– Must be split between two bags with no
one bag more than 14kg

–– Nothing strapped to the outside
–– Clearly labelled with your name and
address
All luggage will be weighed prior to the first
day's loading. An excess luggage fee of
$50.00 will be charged for each overweight
bag.
Bicycle Queensland will endeavour to
take extreme care in handling personal
property but is not responsible for any loss
or damage, or expense you may incur as a
result.

Suggested items
Here are some suggestions on things
to pack so you have a comfortable and
enjoyable ride.

Event and travel documents
{{ Ride Ticket and any other formal
documents sent to you by Bicycle
Queensland
{{ Travel documents needed for travel you
have arranged

Bike and accessories
{{ Bicycle (boxed for travel)
{{ Two water bottles
{{ Lights (front & rear)
{{ Pump, spare tube and repair kit
{{ Any tools you want (a multi-tool is
useful)
{{ Something to carry your day gear in
{{ Bike lock
6
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For ON the bike
{{ Pants (two or three pairs*)
{{ Shirts (two or three*)
{{ Shoes
{{ Socks (two or three pairs*)
{{ Sunglasses
{{ Helmet and gloves
{{ Long riding tights or thermal pants (in
case it gets really cool)
{{ Wind shell / light rain jacket
{{ Wallet and money
*Three pairs means you can wear one, wash one and still have
clothes for tomorrow if the washing doesn’t dry.

For OFF the bike
{{ Casual wear - for hot and cold
(you get a t-shirt on the event)
{{ Shoes
{{ Socks, underwear, PJs, togs
{{ Waterproof jacket (maybe use your
cycling one)
{{ Towel and toiletries (lightweight camping
towels are best)
{{ Thongs or crocs for wearing to/from/in
the shower
{{ Hat or cap
{{ Beanie (good on cool nights)
{{ Your outfit for the final night party and
the rest day party
Personal care kit
Make life easier by creating this simple kit
in a resealable bag so you won’t have to run
off to the medical tent for the easy-to-fix
things. Get small units and the whole kit will
fit into a jersey pocket.

{{ Hand cleaning gel/foam/wipes
{{ Sunscreen and lip balm
{{ Band-aids
{{ Antiseptic cream (for cuts, scratches,
bites, minor burns)
{{ Analgesic (painkiller)

Camping and general equipment
Even if you take the “Easy Campese” or
All Trails Luxury options you will still need
some of these items.
Essential items (required by all riders/
support crew) are marked with an asterix
(*). Other items are recommended for
campers only.
{{ *Plate, bowl, cutlery, mug, srubbing
brush, small cleaning scourer and tea
towel (we give you a tote bag for these)
{{ Waterproof tent (a lightweight hammer
for tent pegs on hard ground is useful)
{{ *Sleeping bag, sleeping mat and small
pillow
{{ *Small torch or head lamp
{{ Ear plugs (if you have difficulty sleeping
in a thin walled tent)
{{ Insect repellent
{{ Clothes line (bit of rope), pegs and a
small quantity of laundry detergent
(about 200grams in a small bag or
container)
{{ Bags to put your clothes in
{{ A small collection of plastic bags - small
resealable and garbage size
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Optional extras
{{ First aid kit (small)
{{ Lights - essential for people staying off
the campsite, optional for others
{{ Small folding stool or groundsheet to
sit on at your tent or meal times (some
tables and chairs are available in The
Hub)
{{ Camera
{{ Mobile phone and charger
{{ Dilly bag for carrying your gear to the shower
(because it’s best to take only what you need
and to be able to hang the bag up)
{{ Snacks for the road
{{ Musical instrument - if you are musically
talented, we'd love you to bring your
guitar (or other smallish instrument)
and we will happily carry it for you at no
extra charge (instruments must be in a
protective case and clearly labelled)
{{ Bike packing gear; rag, tape, pedal
spanner, marker pen, and small scissors

Please don't bring:

 Armchair style folding chairs
(they are too big!)

 Camp stove
 Hair dryer
 Pets
 Private support vehicles
 BYO alcohol

8
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Support Crew extra notes
Support crew won’t need riding gear, but will need working/casual wear. Unfortunately you
cannot bring your bike, but do bring a helmet if you want to use our crew bike fleet.
While on duty, crew must be wearing fully enclosed shoes (no sandals or thongs).
Full time volunteers have a higher luggage allowance than riders. They can have two bags
totalling 24kg maximum, with no one bag more than 14kg. Remember, you have to carry
them to the vehicles.
Some of the tasks can be hard work and sometimes repetitive so bring any funny clothing,
hats or musical instruments to keep yourself, your fellow volunteers and the rest of the
ride community entertained. A little humour lightens everybody’s day!

Packing your bags
Tips from an experienced CQ rider:
–– Luggage weight limits do NOT include your bike and riding gear.
–– Items strapped to the outside of bags usually fall on someone’s head - don’t do it.
–– Identify your bags in a unique and interesting way because you can be sure there will be
other bags that look just like yours.
–– Use one bag for your tent, sleeping bag, cutlery, camp stool, plates, etc and the other for
your clothes and personal items.
–– Wet tents packed inside luggage will usually leak moisture so make sure you pack them
either inside a sealed plastic bag or with items which are not affected by moisture.
–– If it rains your bag might get wet so put your clothes and sleeping stuff in waterproof
bags (garbage bags will do) to keep them dry. Consider putting your clothes in a number
of medium-sized sacks to help with managing them... e.g. cycling gear in one, casual
clothes in another, washing in another and so on.
–– Get small plastic containers for things like shampoo so you don’t have to carry a large
container around with you. Take a little more than you think you’ll need for the trip.
–– Keep aside things you think you’ll need for the journey to and from the event and put
them in a small carry bag. Loose items tend to get lost easily.
–– A small collection of plastic bags helps with keeping your gear under control. Small and
medium resealable bags can be used for small items that can easily be lost in a big bag,
for example: snacks for the road and for keeping documents available but waterproof.
–– A number of extra garbage bags are good in case the weather turns nasty and you need
your gear to be kept dry inside your big bags.
–– A final tip: less is best! By selecting a good combination of cycling clothing and street
wear you can often get by with a modest amount of clothing and accessories.
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Packing your bike for transit
We recommend you box your bike for
transit and most of our bike transport
options require it. For detailed instructions
and tips from experienced bike travellers,
refer to the "How to pack your bike and
luggage for Cycle Queensland" info sheet.
Your local bike shop will help if you are
unsure and the Epic Cycles ride mechanics
can help you reassemble at the start and
disassemble at the finish of the event. A
quick overview:
–– Order a box from Bicycle Queensland or
get an old box from your local bike shop but try to get a larger size so your bike will
fit without taking off the back wheel.
–– You will generally have to remove the
front wheel (get a ‘dummy axle’ from
your bike shop to protect the forks) and
both pedals (remember the left is left
hand thread and the right is right hand
thread).
–– Your bike is valuable and an important
part of you enjoying your holiday so be
sure you label it and your box - put some
unique markings on each end of the box.

Getting to and from the ride
Refer to the "Getting there and back" and
"Bike transport" info sheets for further
details to help with selecting which option
is right for you. A ride transport details
sheet will be sent two weeks prior to the
event with all the final details.
If you are travelling independently,
remember you should arrive at least two
hours before the start to allow time for
registration, bike setup, luggage check-in
and any other last minute preparation.
The "Getting there and back" info sheet
notes the expected start time. The Ride
Guide will have all the details about what is
happening on the first morning.

Transport for you
Event charter buses
In addition to regular scheduled transport
which you can arrange yourself, we offer
charter buses to get to and from the event.
Our charter services are generally set up to
handle bulk transport from airports with a
few variations. The idea is to use standard
services to link into this e.g. someone from
Sydney can catch a plane to Cairns and
then use our charter buses.
Full time volunteers travel for free on event
charter buses.

At the
end of Cycle
Queensland
you may need a bike
box to get your
bike home

Private vehicles
There is no car park at the start site for
event participants. Participants looking for
a long term car park should consider using
Cairns Airport parking facilities, as this is
where the event charter buses depart and
return to.
Vehicle parking
For some participants it works well to drive
to and from the event. There is no event
specific car park at the start site this year.
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Anyone looking to drive to and from the
event will need to arrange their own car
parking facilities (see above).

Private support vehicles
Private support vehicles are not permitted
on CQ. They are a hazard to riders,
particularly along the bike route and
occupy precious space on and around our
campsites.
Ride officials will deny entry or remove
from the ride any rider or support crew
member who chooses to ignore this
important safety policy.

Air
Airlines have specific requirements for
bike transport, so check out their rules and
excess luggage charges before you book.
All Australian airlines require your bike to
be boxed. As the aircraft servicing regional
cities are usually small, it is not always
possible to travel with your bike.

Bike transport

options to help you. Bicycle Queensland
will endeavour to take due care in handling
bicycles but is not responsible for any loss,
damage or expense you may incur as a
result.

Door
We pickup/deliver your bike from/to your
house (limited areas only).
Depot
You deliver/pickup your bike to/from one of
our depots.
Take my bike on the bus with me
Bring your bike to your event charter bus
departure and load it onto a truck.
Freight bike box from start to finish
This is for folk who own a padded bag or
hard case, or are very attached to their
cardboard bike box and would rather have it
than a new box at the finish. Size limits for
hard cases, padded bags etc are a max of
1.6m x 1.0m x 0.4m.

We know travelling with your bike can be
a pain at times so we offer a number of
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A typical day on the ride

mechanical assistance and other help you
may require.

Rise and shine
Camping provides privacy from sight but not
sound, so if you are an early riser we ask you
to be considerate of others still in bed. Please
keep talking to a minimum between 10pm
and 6am and if you must, then please chat
quietly (many of our support crew are active
from 4am and so go to sleep quite early).

Halfway along the route - Lunch

6:00 to 7:30am - Breakfast
Breakfast starts at 6:00am, but if you are a
late riser or just want to stay snuggled in your
sleeping bag for a little longer, you can turn
up as late as 7:29am.
Remember to bring your eating implements
and your Ride ID to breakfast to save a trip
back to your tent when you are hungry.

7:00 to 8:30am - Hit the road
After breakfast, pack your bags and place
them on the luggage trucks. Riders are
required to load their own bags onto the
luggage trucks, although support crew are
available to assist and will provide direction to
ensure trucks are loaded efficiently.
Now it’s time to saddle up and hit the road.
The route opens at 7:00am each day, but
not before that time as signage crews may
still be out and support crews will not be in
place. Last riders must leave the campsite by
8:30am because delays mean our volunteer
support crew has to be out on the road
longer.
Refer to "On the road" on page 16 for more
detail.

25 to 30km along the route - Rest Stop
Our support crew will meet you along the
route to provide water, medical assistance,
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Our professional caterers will meet you
along the route to provide you with lunch.

Before 4:30pm - Arrive at the campsite
Once you have arrived in town at the end of
your day’s ride you will probably want to find
your luggage, set up your tent and freshen
up before setting out to explore. Luggage
collection and showers are normally
available by 12noon but often it is earlier
than this. After settling into the campsite,
the rest of the day is up to you. Explore the
town, settle into the pub or just relax.
The bike route will have progressive
closing times. These times are generous
for riders but are set for safety and permit
obligations and so our crew is not kept out
too long.

3:00 to 9:30pm - The Hub
This is the place to go for a cold drink and
to meet up with friends old and new. It’s
also the venue for the nightly briefing at
6:30pm and the evening entertainment of
live music from 7:00 to 9:00pm.
5:30 to 7:00pm - Dinner
If there’s a bit of a queue early on then why
not wait a little? You can turn up for dinner
as late as 6.59pm.
7:15pm (selected nights) - Cinema
Watch a movie at our big-screen cinema.
Always suitable for young and old.
10:00pm - Campsite curfew
Floodlights go off. Showers close and
don’t re-open until 12noon the next day.
Please keep the noise down after this time.

What’s to eat?

Dinner is always a main meal, with bread,
fruit and dessert.

On CQ you are provided with three cyclingsized meals a day (except for lunch on the
rest day and on the last day). These are
prepared by professional caterers who are
assisted by a team of volunteers.

Two standard meal types are offered
- meat and vegetarian. Meat may
include beef, lamb, pork, fish or chicken.
Vegetarian meals do not contain meat but
may contain other animal products.

Our food service crew is briefed on the
‘normal’ size for any given meal but if you
are a large or small eater then please ask
for more or less and our crew will do their
best to meet your needs.

There is also a special diet option available
and potential participants must complete
the Special Diet Requirements form and
have it accepted before their entry will
be processed. Special diets which can be
catered for without difficulty are vegan,
gluten free, lactose intolerant and nut
allergies. Other special diet catering is at
the discretion of Bicycle Queensland.

We understand children can be difficult
when hungry, so families with children
under 12 can bypass any meal queue if the
children are by their parent’s side.

Breakfast is typically a choice of cereals,
yoghurt, fruit, bread and spreads and a hot
item (e.g. scrambled eggs). Milk and juice
are also available.
Lunch is typically a roll or a wrap with
different meats, salads and dressings, plus
fruit, dessert and a drink. Lunch is served
typically between halfway and threequarters along the route.

In addition to these three main meals, local
community groups are present to sell food
and drink at rest stops along the bike route,
roughly every 25 to 30km, with all proceeds
going to the group. These locations are
marked on the maps in The Ride Guide.
Also, community groups usually run a food
outlet on the campsite each day for those
who are looking for an extra bite to eat.

There is no lunch provided on the rest day
as the majority of riders head off early to
explore the town or go on organised tours.
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Where do I sleep?
There are four accommodation options on CQ: BYO tent (almost limitless), Easy Campese
tent option (limited spaces), local accommodation (very limited) or the AllTrails Luxury
Package. More information on these options is provided below.

BYO tent
This is what the majority of people do, and if you don’t own a tent you can pick one up at
a camping store for a fairly low cost. It doesn’t need to be fancy - just easy to put up and
waterproof! It’s important to bear in mind that in the CQ ‘tent city’ you have visual privacy
but minimal protection from sound. If you are a light sleeper (or an incurable snorer) we
recommend you select a quiet tent site apart from other campers.
Easy Campese
Easy Campese is an optional extra where spacious tents are provided, put up and taken
down for you. A large sleeping mat is also provided along with a dedicated luggage truck.
Easy Campese will be allocated on a first in, first served basis.
See the "Easy Campese" info sheet on the CQ website for more information.
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Local Accommodation
See the "Local accommodation options"
info sheet for a list of local motels, pubs
and B&Bs. Be warned: in most towns
accommodation is extremely limited and
books out months in advance. Bicycle
Queensland cannot provide transport to
or from any accommodation you arrange
privately.
AllTrails Luxury Package
The AllTrails Luxury package includes local
accommodation, massage, mechanical
support, transfers and more. For more
information, visit www.alltrails.com.au and
follow the links to Cycle Queensland.
TLC Camping
This is a separate camping area for
volunteers who keep different hours and so
need a quieter area. All event participants
are asked to respect the needs of people
camping here. Riders who are travelling with
volunteers or who are part-time crew are
permitted to camp in this area but must
remember to be quiet.
TLC Camping is where Bicycle Queensland
provides a tent, for the duration of the ride,
which is put up and taken down each day.
Individuals must supply their own sleeping
mat and sleeping bag.
Any volunteers who might be planning to
camp in the back of trucks or in marquees
should inform the Event Director since
changes to the event organisation may
mean that trucks or marquees are not
available.
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On the road
It is important to remember CQ is not a
race, none of the roads are closed to other
traffic and normal road conditions apply.
This means at all times you should ride
to the left of the roadway, obey the road
rules and look out for your fellow riders and
other traffic.
Everyone must ride in a safe, responsible
and courteous manner and use common
sense at all times.
Most of the roads used are low traffic
volume rural roads and highways but
in some areas we have to travel short
sections on busier roads and highways.
Police, marshals and mobile route support
crews are there to direct and assist you.
Please help them by always following their
directions and at all times riding no more
than two abreast.
Your copy of The Ride Guide will contain
maps and profile diagrams of the route
each day so you can plan in advance where
to meet up with friends and family. It
also lists rest stops such as morning and
afternoon teas and lunch.

Longer distance options
CQ offers some days with longer distances
for cyclists who enjoy, and are capable of
doing so.
There will be cut off times at each split
point that mean only stronger riders can
ride the longer distances. To meet these
times you will need to depart at or soon
after 7:00am and ride at an average speed
of 27kph or faster.
–– There will be a lower level of support
along the longer route with no additional
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rest stops, minimal mechanical support
and a far lower ratio of marshals, police
and medical support to riders. Riding solo
on these options is not recommended.
–– There is a cap of 100 riders allowed on
each option.
To do each long option you need to register
at Ride Reception the day before the ride.

Services out on the road
There are rest stops approximately every
25km and marshals when there is a point
that requires extra caution.
We have medical personnel travelling with
our ride and they are typically located at
the rest stops and are in contact with our
radio network.
Dedicated toilets are provided at the lunch
stop each day. There may be other existing
facilities located along the route. Feel free
to carry your own toilet paper supply for
these facilities.
Morning and afternoon teas are organised
and staffed by community groups, with all
proceeds going to the group.
Our caterers set up a lunch stop each day.
Use this as an opportunity to relax, stretch
a bit and meet some new people.

What happens if it rains?
CQ is an outdoor, all weather event
which means we will still ride even if it’s
raining. Only extreme weather may cause
cancellation of the day’s riding.
Bike repairs on the road
To cope with the most common type of
breakdown, a flat tyre, you must carry
the basic tools and repair equipment and
know how to use them. You will need: tyre

levers, spare tube or patch kit and a pump.
Flat tyres are best repaired by yourself or
another rider.
Even though your bike may be in top
mechanical condition, you can’t predict
when some things will break or get
damaged during the course of a normal
day’s riding.
There is a full bike shop service centre
travelling with the ride. Mechanics are
at set locations along the route but you
will have a more relaxing time if your
bike doesn’t break down during the ride
because it was serviced beforehand.

Support And Gear (SAG wagon)
The SAG wagon is a bus with a trailer that
follows along behind the last rider. It exists
to collect anybody who can’t complete the
day’s riding due to illness or injury (nonemergency), mechanical failure, or if the
day is beyond a rider’s physical limits. It is
not a taxi service to be used on demand for
any sections you choose not to ride.
The bike route will have progressive closing
times the SAG wagon responds to.
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On the campsite

separate charging facilities for electric bike
batteries.

Ride ID
Each participant is issued with a Ride
ID card (on a lanyard) when they first
arrive. This card is needed to access the
campsites and the catering marquee as
well as for identifying you if you are unwell.
It must be worn at all times.

Campsite Bar
The Hub is the only licensed area on the
campsite and is open each afternoon from
3:00 to 9:30pm serving a range of wines,
beers, cold drinks and snacks.

Ride Reception
Ride Reception is the place to go if you
want to find out what’s going on, have lost
something or have any questions. Local
tourism experts are often on hand to tell
you more about our overnight stop.
A message board is available for contacting
others on the ride.
Ride Reception also includes a shop
which sells a limited supply of official ride
jerseys and other event clothing, along
with a range of useful items such as soap,
sunscreen and toothpaste. There is also a
charging bar for mobile phones, cameras
and other electronic devices (but you must
provide your own charger). There will be
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The Hub has tables and chairs. In the
interests of maximising their use and
maintaining the friendly feel of the event
please share them and definitely no
reserving allowed - use them or lose
them.
To speed up bar service and improve
security, tokens are used in The Hub
instead of cash. Tokens can be purchased
at Ride Reception or the token booth in
The Hub.

Alcohol
No personal alcohol is to be brought onto
the campsite and all alcohol purchased at
The Hub must be consumed within the
licensed area.

First aid and medical centre
We have medical personnel available on
the campsite and they are typically located
in the medical tent next to Ride Reception.
While there are set hours for standard
matters, they are available 24 hours for
emergencies. If you bring a “Personal Care
Kit” (refer to "Personal Care Kit" on page 7)
then you will be less likely to need them.
Massage centre
Our massage crew provide massages to
relieve your cycling aches. Make sure you
book in advance at Ride Reception to avoid
disappointment.
Hot drinks
Free tea, coffee and hot chocolate are
available at all times. The tea and coffee
tent is always next to catering (and a great
place to meet other night owls or early
risers). It has the basics only, so if you have
a particular brand or variety you love it’s
best to bring it along with you.
If you don’t think you can function without
your daily short black or latté, a mobile
coffee vendor is also present on CQ. The
coffee vendor is usually at the lunch stop
as well as the campsite during the late
afternoon and evening.

Bike Shop
A fully equipped bike shop provides
mechanical repairs, a range of parts,
accessories and clothing during the event.
The shop mechanics operate throughout
the evening to ensure all bikes are repaired
and roadworthy for the next day’s ride.
Showers and toilets
We bring our own shower trucks so you are
guaranteed hot showers. The showers are
open from 12noon to 10:00pm; they are

not open in the morning (except on the rest
day). Many towns along the route are critically
short of water, so please be water wise by
taking shorter showers (four minutes or less).
We also bring our own toilet trucks so there
will always be flushing toilets available.

Cleaning up
We leave our campsites and on-route rest
stops clean and tidy - your assistance with
this is essential.
Washing clothes, faces and shaving
Clothes washing, face washing and shaving
bars are set up daily. These washstands
are complete with basins, warm running
water and mirrors. Clothes washing stands
are available until 5:30pm. There are also
laundromats in the larger towns.
Washing dishes
Our custom designed dishwashing stands,
complete with detergent and warm running
water make washing your dishes a breeze.
These stands are open for an hour after
meal service finishes.
Safety first
CQ campsites are smoke-free zones.
Please don’t smoke on the campsite as this
is a fire hazard.
Tents are generally made of highly
flammable material, so smoking, fires
(including camp stoves), candles and
sparklers are not allowed on the campsite.
As campsites are generally on public parks,
sporting fields and school grounds, they
are also glass free areas. Please make sure
you collect all your tent pegs each day so
no one gets a nasty surprise when they
next play football.
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Good times
Our big activities program
One of the great things about CQ is being
able to explore a new town at the end
of each day’s ride. The "Good Times"
volunteer team organise a huge program of
activities, and highlights of what you can do
in each town will be published in The Ride
Guide. There is also lots of information
about each town on the CQ website, plus
booking details for organised tours.
The Chain-Mail - our daily newsletter
Find out the latest on the day’s route,
what’s been happening around the
campsite, the weather, what's on the menu
for dinner and lots more. As the name
suggests, we encourage riders to pass it
on after reading so that everyone is kept in
the loop.
Tours and activities
Bookings for most tours can be made
online or via phone. As many tours have
a limited number of places available, you
should book as early as possible to ensure
you secure a place.
The nightly briefing
Each night at 6:30pm the stage area in The
Hub is the venue for our nightly briefing.
The briefing will inform you of important
day to day ride matters such as route
updates.
Entertainment in The Hub
Each evening in The Hub we have
musicians to entertain you. These
entertainers are locals so you could spot a
rising talent before they hit the big time!
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Cinema
On selected evenings we screen a movie
on the campsite or nearby. Check the
Chain-Mail for more details. Screenings
start at 7:15pm and will be held indoors.
Halfway There Party
Because you don’t have to ride the next
day, we figure you will want to party. There’s
a great band booked so you and your
friends can have a great night.
Final Night Party
On our final night together we all let our
hair down and dance the night away!

Behind the scenes
Although the ride is organised and led
by professional staff, the 180 strong
support crew for CQ is primarily made up
of volunteers who give between nine and
twelve days of their time to help make the
event a success.
Volunteers are identifiable by their
distinctive shirts. Make sure you give
them a thumbs up where you can because
without them CQ wouldn't be possible.

Volunteers are supported by contractors
and vendors who supply and manage
important services such as catering,
toilets, showers, security, transport and
bike mechanics. There are also a number
of community groups who volunteer their
time to support the event with first aid and
communications.
It is a very large group of dedicated, happy
volunteers and contractors and we are very
grateful to them.
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Frequently asked questions
It seems like a really long way…
While it may be a bit of a challenge for
some riders, CQ is not impossible. Plus,
think about how good you will feel when
you pedal through the finish and look back
at what you have achieved!
With a bit of planning and preparation you’ll
be fine. Regular riding is the best thing you
can do; it’s much better to ride regularly
than to go on long irregular rides.

Are there any hills?
Check out the route profile on the CQ
website.There are a few hill this year but
nothing a regular rider would not be able
to manage. The hills to train for are found
on days 3 and 7. One gets you up on the
Tablelands, the other brings you back
down. You'll also reach the highest town
in Queensland on day 6 but with amazing
scenery and the satisfaction you'll feel at
the finish line, it will be worth the effort.
We have a vehicle and trailer (called a "SAG
wagon" - Support And Gear) that can pick
you and your bike up at any point if you
can't make the distance.
Incorporate a few hills in your preparation
and you’ll be cruising.

What will the weather be like?
Do big blue skies, warm sunny days and crisp
clear nights sound okay to you? Well, that’s
what spring in the region usually delivers.
Expect daytime temperatures around the
mid to high 20s. Overnight it could get chilly
so pack a few warm woollies. The good news
is that it warms up pretty quickly once the
sun starts to rise. Best to also be prepared
for a bit of the wet stuff, just in case.
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Can kids come on Cycle Queensland?
CQ is suitable for riders of all ages.
However, children under 12 are not allowed
to pilot their own bike (they need to be in
a trailer, child seat, or on a tag-a-long or
tandem) and participants under 18 must
be accompanied by an adult.
What if I or my bike develops
'Mondayitis'?
Medical assistance, police, bike mechanics,
route marshals and masseurs travel with
the ride and can help solve almost any
problem. Don’t forget to bring your own
puncture kit and any other gear you need
to perform simple surgery to your bike.
Your personal care kit (refer to page 7)
will help keep you going in event of minor
ailments.
If your bike breaks down along the route,
and it can’t be fixed on the roadside, you
can always get a lift in the SAG wagon.

Are the roads closed? What about
trucks, cars and motorbikes going past?
The roads used on CQ are NOT closed
to other traffic but with up to 1,000
riders there is a strong presence on the
road. Police are also on hand to ensure
good behaviour and road sharing by
motorists and riders. We select quieter
roads whenever possible. To increase the
safety of riders, event vehicles and trucks
supporting the ride travel along a different
route to the riders wherever possible.
What time will I get into the campsite
each day?
It all depends on what speed you ride and
how many rest stops you enjoy. It doesn’t
really matter what time you get to the
campsite, provided it is before 4:30pm.

CQ is NOT a race - the idea of the ride is
to relax, enjoy the scenery and meet new
friends. Ride at your own pace and linger
for as long as you need at the rest stops.
The bike route will have progressive closing
times. These times are generous for the riders
but ensure our crew is not kept out too long.

Are meals included in my entry price?
All main meals from lunch on day one to
breakfast on day nine are included in your
ticket price, except lunch on the rest day.
Opportunities to stop and buy morning and
afternoon teas from local community groups
are provided along the route each day.
Do I need to bring all my own
camping gear?
Yes. Unless you are taking the Easy
Campese tent option or All Trails Luxury
package, you need to bring your own
camping gear (i.e. tent, sleeping bag,
camping mattress). But don’t worry, we
transport these for you during the event!
Is my camping equipment included in the
22kg baggage limit?
Yes, it is. However your bike, helmet and
bike accessories such as panniers, and
water bottles are not part of it.
How do I wash my clothes while
on the ride?
Clothes washing facilities are available on
the campsite. They are pretty basic - just
tubs and water and you need to BYO
laundry detergent. Some towns also have
laundromats.
I like to have a cuppa in the evenings,
should I bring a camp stove?
Tents are generally made of highly
flammable material so fires are not allowed
on the campsite – this includes camp

stoves. Free tea, coffee and hot chocolate
are available from the tea and coffee bar
(next to the catering marquee).

I’ve got friends in town, can they come
and visit me?
Friends or family may visit you on the
campsite but you must accompany
them at all times and they may not stay
overnight. Visitors will not be served meals,
and must vacate the campsite by 5:30pm.
I like a glass of wine with dinner, can I
BYO?
BYO is NOT permitted. The fenced-off
area of The Hub is the only part of the
campsite where alcohol is permitted.
The event liquor licence requires these
restrictions and contravention may result
in cancellation of the licence and closure of
The Hub.
Can I bring a support vehicle?
No. Private support vehicles are not
permitted on CQ. Ride officials will deny
entry or remove any rider or support crew
member who chooses to ignore this safety
policy.
What if I can’t ride?
Everybody on CQ is either a rider or a
member of the support crew. It’s a part of
the great community feel of the event that
everybody is contributing.
If you become ill or injured and can’t
ride - but wish to stay on the event then organisers may place you as part
of the volunteer support crew. You will
be transported between towns with the
support crew and be assigned tasks in
respect of your incapacity.
If you are injured or ill and are unable to ride
or work then the best solution is that you
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return home. Event organisers will help wherever possible to assist with getting you to
the nearest transport terminal.

Conditions of entry (practical highlights)
–– Entries close at 5pm on Friday 27th July 2018. An 80% refund will apply to full or partial
cancellations received in writing (email acceptable) at the office of Bicycle Queensland
by close of entries. No refunds will be given after this time. Additions or alterations to
selected options can be requested in writing up to close of entries.
–– The event involves riding on public roads used by other traffic and other cyclists in
close proximity.
–– The event is not a race and roads used will not be closed to traffic. Road rules apply.
–– The event will be held outdoors and proceed in poor
weather. No refunds are payable if the event is
cancelled, partially cancelled or postponed.
–– You must ride in a safe, responsible and
courteous manner and use common sense at
all times.
–– You must be of sufficient riding competence
and have your bike in sound mechanical
condition.

Be sure to
check out www.
cycleqld.com.au
for the complete
conditions
of entry.

–– Event identification must be worn at all times.
–– Private support vehicles are not permitted.
–– Children under 12 must not pilot their own bike. Riding on a
tandem rear, tagalong, trailer or child seat is permitted.
–– Children under 5 can enter for free but receive no
merchandise or travel insurance.
–– Persons under 18 at the time of the event require consent
to participate and must be accompanied by an adult.
–– Communications will principally be via email.
–– It is the rider’s responsibility to read all the information sent.
–– Only standard human powered or electric power assisted bicycles, unicycles or
tricycles are permitted.
–– Animals are not permitted.
–– The organiser reserves the right to change any aspect of the event without notice.
–– Risk acknowledgment - The participant acknowledges and understands cycling
activities can be dangerous recreational activities and by participating in them
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they are exposed to certain risks including injury, death and damage to their property,
including as a result of the negligence or breach of contract of the organisers.

To read the full conditions of entry visit cycleqld.com.au

I’ve entered - what next?
Approximately two weeks before the start of the ride, we will send you event
documentation which will include:
–– Ride ticket - your official proof of entry and any purchases. This supersedes the entry
confirmation sent to you previously.
–– The Ride Guide - this gives you an idea of what the days will be like in terms of distance,
rest breaks and terrain, activities and entertainment, town maps as well as other useful
information. The Ride Guide also includes important logistical information about the
first and last days.
–– Ride transport details - this contains information about all transport services for people
and bikes. This includes charter bus departure times, locations and expected travel time,
and information about all the bike transport services including pick up days and times for
those using the home and depot services.
–– Wrist tag, luggage tags and bike bib.
–– Accommodation details - if you have booked an Easy Campese tent.
–– Support crew additional info - not for riders.
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Support crew
Following are extra items relevant to volunteers, contractors and vendors but
not to riders. All support crew should read this entire Handbook.
Meals
All support crew receive three meals a day from when they arrive at the first campsite until
lunch on the last day. Any other food or meals are a personal expense.
Please make sure we know when you are going to arrive at the event.
Lunch packs are available from catering each morning. Teams should make sure they
arrange their lunches before leaving camp by deciding whether individuals will get their
own or one person will get all lunches for the whole team. Be careful as there is a limited
supply and we don’t want anyone to miss out. “V” markings indicate a vegetarian meal and
"S" indicates 'special diet' lunches.
Volunteers will be provided with lunch on the rest day (riders are not) at a nearby
restaurant. Please register with Ride Reception before the end of Day 2 if you wish to
attend this meal.
There is no express queue or special eating area for support crew at meal times. This is to
encourage interaction between all participants. For reasons of work scheduling some crew
may have special arrangements at meal times so they can eat and then continue their
work without delay. Team Leaders can provide further information.

Vehicle policy
It is important the number of vehicles accompanying the ride is kept to an absolute
minimum. Bicycle Queensland requires that event crew and riders do not bring any vehicle
with them on the event unless it is approved by the Event Director and designated as an
“Official Event Vehicle”.
Individuals will be liable for any fines or penalties incurred by them whilst driving.

Vehicle route
Vehicles travelling along our bike route are a hazard so only the essentials are allowed.
These vehicles will be nominated and approved by the Event Director with identification
provided. All other vehicles are required to travel between campsites via other routes. A
documented vehicle route is provided to all drivers.
Operations Manual
An event-specific Operations Manual is compiled and distributed before the event as
needed. This document includes: event contacts, daily schedules, the vehicle route,
campsite plans, fuel supplies, emergency contacts and bike route information.
The Operations Manual also contains important procedures and standards that must be
read and followed.
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Health & safety
The event environment has an elevated
risk level. Bicycle Queensland actively
encourages and plans for safe working
practices. In addition to this, operating in a
safe manner is a responsibility of all crew.

Grievances
CQ involves around 1,000 people. While we
hope everybody is willing to be part of one
big happy family, it is inevitable problems
between individuals will arise. There are
processes in place to help resolve issues.

–– Be aware of your personal safety and
your surroundings at all times;

The main thing to remember is we are all
here with the same goal and we all want to
enjoy ourselves while seeing the event go
fantastically well.

–– Do not place yourself or others at risk of
injury or harm;
–– Look after yourself and those around
you. Stay warm, dry and SunSmart;
–– Crew will be provided with protective
clothing and equipment where
necessary;
–– Work areas and public access areas are
to be kept tidy at all times.

No smoking
CQ is a smoke-free event. You cannot
smoke at any of the campsites, nor can you
smoke while on official CQ duties.
Also, please be aware of Queensland laws
that prohibit smoking in many public areas,
both indoors and outdoors.

Media liaison
You might be asked to respond to
questions from people in the media.
Please make no comment and politely refer
the enquirer to Headquarters.
Got some ideas or suggestions for
improvement?
Bicycle Queensland will actively seek
your feedback during and after the event.
We are more than happy to receive
constructive advice from people who are
doing the jobs, so we can improve the
overall experience for crew and riders.
Acceptable behaviour
Conduct which, in the opinion of Bicycle
Queensland, has, may or will result in harm
or damage to participants or their property,
illegal activity, bad language, or other antisocial behaviour, may result in expulsion
from the event.
Please be aware you are an ambassador for
cycling and Bicycle Queensland at all times.
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Volunteers
Volunteers - The hub of the ride
Welcome aboard! You are part of the engine room that makes CQ happen. Volunteers
mean Bicycle Queensland can organise great events to encourage more people to cycle.
The mix of talent, backgrounds, expertise, inspiration and imagination enriches the entire
organisation.
Volunteers also get plenty back. Becoming a volunteer on CQ is a fantastic way to
experience a different life. It’s about meeting lots of people and learning new practical skills
in a nurturing, social and challenging environment. You will be contributing to a fabulous
event thousands of people enjoy while promoting cycling within the greater community.
Although there are plenty of things to be done, having fun is why people ride these events
and having fun is what volunteering is all about too.
As a volunteer it should be your aim to be helpful and friendly to the riders and other
volunteers, and to work efficiently with your team. Bicycle Queensland will work with you to
ensure your own goals are fulfilled and your volunteering is rewarding.

Volunteer coordination
Volunteers are important to the success of CQ, so we do our best to look after you.
We will seek the best placement of
volunteers and work to ensure your
satisfaction and welfare throughout the
event, as well as ensure the harmonious and
efficient function of teams.
If you have any queries about your role as
a volunteer, the event in general, or if you
need to cancel your attendance, then please
contact Bicycle Queensland:

Tel:

07 3844 1144

Fax:

07 3319 6855

Email:

bqinfo@bq.org.au

Street:	20 Horan St, West End Qld 4101
Post:	PO Box 5957, West End Qld 4101
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Types of volunteers
Full-time volunteers:
–– Are exempt from entry and transport
fees, do not ride, and are available for the
full duration of the ride.
–– Volunteer approximately eight hours
each day. In some special circumstances
volunteers might be required for longer
hours, although this will be avoided
where possible.
–– Are required from Day 1 until the end of
Day 8.

What you get! (full-time volunteers)
There are a range of extras to help you
enjoy your time with us, perform your role
with ease and to let you know how much
we appreciate you giving your valuable time
to CQ.
–– Volunteer shirt(s), hat and name tag;
–– All meals;
–– Water bottle and personal sunscreen;
–– Role description and protective
equipment if needed;
–– A copy of your team photo;

Riding (part-time) volunteers:

–– An invitation to the volunteer lunch;

–– Pay the full entry fee and receive a partial
refund after the event upon satisfactory
completion of assigned tasks.

–– A ride ID tag and dilly bag;

–– Are riders who devote some of their
spare non-riding time to help out with
volunteer tasks.

–– Transport to the start from a set location
(either Brisbane or nearest Airport)
and back again after the finish on our
scheduled charter buses or other event
transport;

–– Volunteer up to three hours each
day. This time may be in the morning,
afternoon or evening.

–– Transport between campsites each day;

–– Are rostered to allow for cycling activities
but must be fit enough to cycle and work
in the same day.

–– Support from the volunteer support crew
including a dedicated luggage truck;

–– Receive a volunteer shirt, hat, access to
TLC Camping (conditions apply), and an
invite to the volunteer lunch.

–– Access to our volunteer bike fleet;
–– Access to TLC Camping;

–– Satisfaction!
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Hours of volunteering
Your hours of volunteering will depend
on the nature of the duties your team
performs - your Role Description notes
these hours. Role descriptions are
available at www.cycleqld.com.au and
are sent with your ride documentation in
mid-August.

When do I finish?

Rosters are worked out by Team Leaders
with the aim of allowing sufficient time off
for volunteers to rest, socialise and enjoy
what the towns have to offer. Please be
aware, however, that sometimes extra
effort is needed to achieve a fabulous
event for both riders and volunteers.

Transport

When do I start?
Some volunteers are needed from the
Thursday and Friday before the ride to
help set up the first campsite and prepare
for the first day. Contact the Bicycle
Queensland office if you are interested.

The last day of the ride is different to any
other, with some assigned tasks being
outside of your normal role description.
Most volunteers can expect to finish by
12 noon. Please advise the Event Director
if you are available after this time to assist.
Bicycle Queensland offers free bus
transport to and from the event for fulltime volunteers and their luggage. Pick
up locations and times are noted on the
application form and more specific details
will be advised prior to the event.
Volunteers will be transported between
campsites each morning either in event
support vehicles or on specially chartered
buses. The main charter bus leaves at
9:00am each morning.

All other volunteers will start from the time
they arrive on the first day of the event. It
is one of the challenges we face that many
of our event crew arrives at the same time
as the riders. Please be ready to get started
from the moment you arrive.

Riders travelling with volunteers and
camping in the volunteer area are able
to use volunteer luggage services. We
ask that you try to understand where our
priorities lie in this area and that their
timetable is different to yours.

When you first arrive at the event, no
matter what town or day it is, you should
register. There you will receive instruction
on where to put your luggage and what
tasks you may be required to complete.

Bike fleet

The first day is different from any other
so be ready for a role outside your normal
team. A briefing will be scheduled for your
team to meet and discuss your roles.
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We have four single-speed bikes available
to improve your access to the local towns they are not meant for long trips. Available
from 6:30am to 8:00am and 11:00am to
8:00pm (or when the volunteer home
base is operational at the next campsite).
Bookings required.

Insurance
While on the ride, you will be covered
by Bicycle Queensland’s public liability
insurance. We also have voluntary workers
insurance in the unlikely event you sustain
an injury while undertaking volunteering
tasks. Further details of this cover are
available on request.

Expenses
Bicycle Queensland will provide all items
necessary to efficiently and safely run CQ.
You are not expected to spend your own
money to purchase these items.

You should ensure you are covered for
travel risks and medical benefits to your
own satisfaction. Note that Queensland
has free ambulance cover.

Riding (part time) volunteer rebate
After the event is finished each Team
Leader will advise the Event Director of the
hours each person worked. The maximum
$260 refund (or part refund if less worked)
will be sent by the end of October.

Identification
Most full-time volunteers will be supplied
with two volunteer shirts* and a hat. Parttime volunteers will be supplied with one
volunteer shirt.
All volunteers are strongly encouraged to
wear these shirts when performing their
tasks. Volunteer shirts from previous CQ
events may also be worn.

If you do need to spend your own money
then reimbursement will be paid if your
Team Leader or Headquarters staff agree.

First Aid
You are strongly encouraged to obtain First
Aid training. Contact Bicycle Queensland
(bqinfo@bq.org.au) if you would like
assistance in arranging this.

Every volunteer will receive a name tag that
must be worn when on duty. This makes it
easier for people to communicate and get
to know each other - and most importantly
for the riders to thank you.
*The catering team receives additional shirts from the
caterers so they will only receive one official volunteer shirt.
Third-party volunteers such as WICEN and St John will
receive one shirt.

Briefing sessions
Bicycle Queensland will hold a briefing prior
to the event to assist with the preparation
of volunteers.
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Your volunteer rights

Your volunteer responsibilities

As a volunteer you have the
right to:

As a volunteer you accept the
responsibility to:

–– A clear role description;

–– Be dependable;

–– Role satisfaction and adequate time off;

–– Co-operate with others;

–– Worthwhile and challenging tasks;

–– Support Bicycle Queensland;

–– Support from co-volunteers;

–– Respect the privacy and rights of others;

–– Share responsibilities with co-volunteers;

–– Provide feedback to Team Leaders;

–– Reimbursement of approved expenses;

–– Be mindful of your health and welfare;

–– Appropriate training and supervision;
–– Workplace safety and insurance;

–– Behave appropriately and observe event
rules;

–– Receive feedback;

–– Attend volunteer briefings;

–– Say no;

–– Dress in an appropriate manner;

–– Absence of abuse, harassment and
discrimination;

–– Not engage in abuse, harassment or
discrimination;

–– Enjoy yourself.

–– Read all the information sent to you;
–– Enjoy yourself.
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Calendar of key dates for volunteers
Refer to cycleqld.com.au for updates.

27 July

• Closing date for volunteer applications.
• Transport options must be finalised.

1-3 August

• Packing and container loading at Bicycle Queensland office.

10 August

• Ride Guide and final information will be mailed out.

18 August

• Team Leader briefing - 11am at BQ Head Office, 20 Horan
Street, West End.
• Support Crew briefing - 1pm at BQ Head Office, 20 Horan
Street, West End.

Throughout
August

• Help required at Bicycle Queensland office in Brisbane to
prepare for the Ride.

27-28 August

• Packing and vehicle loading at Bicycle Queensland office.

31 August

• Advance crew travel to Cairns
• Advance crew activities include setting up the first campsite,
preparing for rider registration, final route preparation.

1 day before

• Riders begin arriving at start town.
• Split campsite with final preparations required at both
• Event charter buses arrive at start site.
• Bike truck unloading and rider registration.

Day 1
2 days before
Rest Day

• Split campsite with volunteers needed at both.
• The riding begins.
• Last date to advise attendance at the volunteer lunch on rest day.
• Cycle Queensland finishes.

Day 8

12-14 Sept

•Many volunteers needed to assist with roles different to normal
and help needed on Sunday afternoon to pack up and return to
Brisbane.
• Help needed at Bicycle Queensland office to unpack equipment.
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